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THE SUMMER'S LIGHT
By Cristina Cretu
Translated by Anca Mihaela Bruma
Romanian Cu luminaverii
Acorduri de pian,
Cristaleînrazele de purpură - săgeţi,
Neauzită, inimatedoare,
O insulă se înalţăşiţi-e frig.
Tu, poate, plângicăvaraacum s-a dus...
Lumina aurie s-o regreţi,
Neliniştită, s-a scursînapus.
Ridică-ţicapulgreu de atâtaplâns,
Nu maimăvezi,
Cu ea, şieu m-am dus…

English
The Summer’s Light
Piano chords,
Crystals inside the purple rays,
arrows…
Voicelessly, your heart hurts,
an island rises
and you're feeling cold…

You,
maybe,
weep now as summer has been gone ...
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the golden light you shall regret
as restlessly it elapsed in the West.

Lift your head,
heavy of so much crying,
as you no longer see me…
as the light,
I am also gone!
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